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TotalRecall Publications Inc, United States, 2008. Paperback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.About the Book This fiction thriller is based on
the real life experiences of a commercial pilot and gives you an
exciting insider view of what it takes to fly a jet while managing
crew, passengers--and a terrorist! Captain Mike Rendell started
out his workday like all the workdays before - just another
normal day of flying. After spending a raucous night partying
with his crew, he and his first officer were looking forward to a
nice relaxing flight to the West Coast. It all started Saturday 0645
Central Standard Time! Flaps 1, climb power, Mike repeated as
he responded to the command of Gary Ellis, his new-hire First
Officer. Mike positioned the flap lever from the 5 spot to the 1
spot and retarded the thrust levers to approximately eighty-
eight percent of full power. This was the standard after take-off
configuration and gave the aircraft its best rate of climb in
relation to burning the least amount of fuel. Pacifica Airlines
Flight 762 had just departed from Chicago s Midway Airport. On
board the Boeing 737 were 137 passengers, three...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward
words and phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Ja ckeline Rippin-- Ja ckeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of
this created e book. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for
concerning should you check with me).
-- Pr of . Johnson Cole Sr .-- Pr of . Johnson Cole Sr .
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